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 In the present work, performance of three phase voltage source inverter, 
while feeding different power factor loads, has been investigated. Fuel cells 
models namely Dicks-Larminie model are used in input side as a DC source 
while dynamic load have been used at the output side. Dynamic load used is 
induction motor (IM). Performance of IM has been investigated under 
various loading conditions. ANN based control strategy has been proposed to 
find the conduction angle of a Three Phase VSI and verified for IM load. 
Simulations have been performed using PSIM 7.0.5 and MATLAB 7.0.4. Keyword: 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fuel cells are mostly analyzed electrochemically, this analysis mathematical models which are 
important not only for improving the design of membranes flow fields, and catalysts but also for determining 
the optimal operating condition like fuel flow rates, humidity and temperature. Dicks-Larminie model is 
derived from the frequency response of the fuel cell. 

 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
{1} Focuses on a vehicular system powered by a fuel cell and equipped with two secondary energy 

storage devices: battery and ultra-capacitor (UC). A wavelet and fuzzy logic (FL) based energy management 
strategy is proposed for the developed hybrid vehicular system. {2} Shows the control of the fuel cell for 
stand-alone and grid connection. A power conditioning unit is designed for the solid oxide fuel cell, which 
can be used for other fuel cells with converter and the inverter of different ratings, but the control strategy 
using fuzzy logic (FL) will remain the same for designing the controllers. {3} presents a fuel cell hybrid bus 
which is equipped with a fuel cell system and two energy storage devices, i.e., a battery and an ultra capacitor 
(UC). An energy management strategy based on fuzzy logic, which is employed to control the power flow of 
the vehicular power train, is described. This strategy is capable of determining the desired output power of 
the fuel cell system, battery and ultra capacitor according to the propulsion power and recuperated braking 
power. A control strategy is presented by {4} which is suitable for miniature hydrogen/air proton-exchange 
membrane (PEM) fuel cells. The control approach is based on process modeling using fuzzy logic. The 
parameters of the fuzzy rule base are determined by plotting characteristic diagrams of the fuel cell stack at 
constant temperatures. FC system and UC bank supply power demand using a current-fed full bridge dc-dc 
converter and a bidirectional dc-dc converter is presented by {5}. It focuses on a novel fuzzy logic control 
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algorithm integrated into the power conditioning unit (PCU for the hybrid system. The control strategy is 
capable of determining the desired FC power and keeps the dc voltage around its nominal value by supplying 
propulsion power and recuperating braking energy. In {6}, a fuzzy logic algorithm has been used to 
determine the fuel cell output power depending on the external power requirement and the battery state of 
charge (SoC). If-then operation rules are implemented by fuzzy logic for the energy management of the 
hybrid system. {7} Presents an enhanced control of the power flows on a FCHV in order to reduce the 
hydrogen consumption, by generating and storing the electrical energy only at the most suitable moments on 
a given driving cycle. The proposed strategy which can be implemented on-line is based on a fuzzy logic 
decision system. A FC/UC hybrid vehicular power system using a wavelet based load sharing and fuzzy logic 
based control algorithm is proposed by {8}. While wavelet transforms are suitable for analyzing and 
evaluating the dynamic load demand profile of a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), the use of fuzzy logic 
controller is appropriate for the hybrid system control. The performance of a direct methanol fuel cell 
(DMFC) was modeled by {9} using adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS). The artificial 
neural network (ANN) and polynomial-based models were selected to be compared with the ANFIS in 
respect of quality and accuracy. Based on the ANFIS model obtained, the characteristics of the DMFC were 
studied. The results show that temperature and methanol concentration greatly affect the performance of the 
DMFC. Within a restricted current range, the methanol concentration does not greatly affect the stack 
voltage. In order to obtain higher fuel utilization efficiency, the methanol concentrations and temperatures 
should be adjusted according to the load on the system. Continuous-time recurrent fuzzy systems are 
employed by {10} to model the electrical behavior of a solid oxide fuel cell, which both can be described 
qualitatively and is known quantitatively from measurements. Due to the transparency of the model an easy 
estimation of its parameters is possible. Additionally, the model parameters are optimized numerically to 
enhance the model performance. Thermal management for a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is actually 
temperature control, due to the importance of cell temperature for the performance of an SOFC. A modified 
Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model that is suitable for nonlinear systems is built to model the SOFC stack. 
The model parameters are initialized by the fuzzy c-means clustering method, and learned using an off-line 
back-propagation algorithm {11} In order to obtain the training data to identify the modified T-S model, a 
SOFC  physical model via MATLAB is established. The temperature model is the centre of the physical 
model and is developed by enthalpy-balance equations. It is shown that the modified T-S fuzzy model is 
sufficiently accurate to follow the temperature response of the stack, and can be conveniently utilized to 
design temperature control strategies. {12} Discusses how genetic algorithm were applied to optimize a 
proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack design by searching for the best configuration in terms of number 
of cells and  cell surface area. {13} describes the use of multi objective genetic algorithms in the design of a 
fuzzy logic control system for a solid oxide fuel cell. 

 
 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS OF DYNAMIC LOAD 
In this paper the dynamic load used is induction motor. The parameters of induction motor used are 

presented in Table 1. Simulation results of 3-Φ voltage source inverter (VSI) fed using Dicks-Larminie 
model of fuel cells for induction motor are presented, Simulation are performed on induction motor to find 
load line to line Voltage (VLL), starting current (Ist), steady state current (Isteady) which is maximum value, 
%Current T.H.D (IT.H.D), maximum Torque (Tmax), Speed corresponding to maximum Torque (NTmax), 
Efficiency corresponding to maximum Torque (ηTmax), Operating Speed (Noper), induction motor operating 
Torque (TI.M), Load Torque (Tload) Operating Efficiency (ηoper) at various loaded conditions, which are No 
load, Constant Torque load (Tc), Tload = k1ω load, Tload =k2ω

2 load = Tload = k3ω
3 load. Where k1, k2, k3 are 

load constants. 
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Figure 1. Dicks-Larminie dynamic model of equivalent electrical circuit of fuel cell 
 
 

3.1 Simulation Results of Induction Motor being Fed from 3-Φ VSI Using Dicks-Larminie Model of 
Fuel Cell. 

Simulation are performed on induction motor being fed from 3-Φ VSI using Dicks-Larminie model 
of fuel cell using following load constants. 

Tc = 31 N-m 
K1 = 0.707941083 
K2 = 8.234073*10-3 
K3 = 9.577064*10-5 

Table 1 indicates the following: 
I. The starting current (Ist) remains almost same irrespective various loading conditions. 

II. The % Current T.H.D (IT.H.D) is maximum in case of No load condition. 
III. The maximum Torque (Tmax) remains irrespective of various loading conditions. 
IV. The steady state current (Isteady) is dependent on type load. 
V. The slip corresponding to maximum torque is maximum under linearly loaded condition. 

VI. The Efficiency corresponding to maximum Torque (ηTmax) is almost constant irrespective of various 
loading conditions is around 80%. 

VII. The operating Efficiency (ηoper) is relatively more for constant Torque load. 
 
 
Table 1. Performance parameters for various loads of induction motor being fed from 3-Φ VSI using Dicks-

Larminie model of fuel cell. 
Parameter Noload Tc Tload=k1ω Tload= k2ω

2 Tload= k3ω
3 

VLL 402.908 259.798 253.766 264.353 267.006 
Ist 48.416 48.4801 48.4133 48.4117 48.4116 

Isteady 18.1105 16.1019 32.7945 31.0993 30.7081 
IT.H.D. 31.4066 7.098275 8.78049 10.28487 10.67933 
Tmax 60.8666 61.484 61.0832 58.7408 59.0327 
NTmax 821.02 826.486 777.637 804.969 810.62 
ηTmax - 82.6486 77.7637 80.4969 81.062 
TI.M. - 32.4432 54.4371 56.8384 55.9536 
Tload - 31 53.9539 56.2228 53.9325 
Noper - 970.394 731.463 789.078 788.577 
ηoper - 97.0394 73.1463 78.9078 78.8577 

 
 
3.2 Simulation Results of Induction Motor being Fed from 3- Φ VSI Using Dicks-Larminie Model of 

Fuel cell when Conduction Angle Changes from 1400 to 1500 with Constant Torque Load. 
Simulation have been performed on induction motor being fed from 3-Φ VSI using Dicks-Larminie 

model of fuel cell when conducting angle changes from 1400 to 1500 with Constant Torque load to find 
variation of %Current T.H.D. 
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Table 2. Variation of % Current T.H.D with conduction angle for 3-Φ VSI fed using Dicks-Larminie model 
of fuel cell feeding induction motor with constant Torque load. 

CODUCTION ANGLE 
IN DEGREES 

% CURRENT 
T.H.D 

140 17.60032 
141 17.24081 
142 16.97202 
143 16.67295 
144 16.38334 
145 15.91779 
146 15.79501 
147 15.74832 
148 15.7577 
149 15.77444 
150 15.79163 

 
 
Table 2 shows variation of %Current T.H.D with Conduction Angle for 3-Φ VSI fed using model of 

fuel cell feeding induction motor with constant Torque load. Table 2 indicates that as the conduction angle 
increases the %Current T.H.D decreases for 3-Φ VSI fed using Dicks-Larminie model of fuel cell feeding 
induction motor with constant Torque load. 

 
3.3 ANN Based Control Strategy for Induction Motor 

In this paper, a control strategy for induction motor being fed from 3-Φ VSI using Dicks-Larminie 
model of fuel cell which feeds Constant Torque load (Tc) is proposed which uses multilayer back propagation 
feed forward neural network. This control strategy gives good estimate of conduction angle. The neural 
network takes % Current T.H.D (X) as input and gives Conduction Angle (CA) corresponding to that % 
Current T.H.D (X). The network is set with ‘logsig’ activation function at the middle layer and purelin 
activation function at the output layer. The design of the network and selection of optimum training 
parameters are performed by trial and error. Furthermore, tansing function is used which causes fewer epochs 
as compared to other training functions. Therefore, when an input is applied in the network, it will begin 
training based on the given data in order to produce the approximate results. The results obtained from 
Neural Network are verified with the results that are obtained from Excel Curve fitting. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Block diagram of ANN based control strategy for induction motor 
 
 
Figure 2 shows block diagram of ANN based control strategy for induction motor. Figure 2 

indicates that the control strategy takes % Current T.H.D (X) as input and gives Conduction Angle (CA) as 
output. 

 
3.4 Results and Verification of ANN Based Control Strategy for Induction Motor. 

Table 3 shows results and verification of control strategy for induction motor fed from 3-Φ VSI 
using Dicks-Larminie model of fuel cell while feeding constant Torque load (Tc). 

 
 

Table 3. Result and verification of control strategy of induction motor 
X CA from neural network CA from Excel Curve fitting 

6.07 140.625 140.614 
6.03 141.645 141.6453 

6.015 142.1224 142.1189 
5.97 143.8283 143.8245 
5.95 144.7141 144.7195 

5.935 145.4394 145.6988 
5.92 146.227 146.2201 
5.89 147.9076 147.9104 
5.88 148.5071 148.516 

5.872 149.0237 149.0157 

X CAArtificial Neural 
Network 
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Table 3 indicates that ANN based control strategy is giving satisfactory results for induction motor. 
 
 

Table 4. Variation of %Current T.H.D with conduction angle for various power factors (PFs) for 3-Φ VSI fed 
using Dicks-Larminie model of fuel cell 

CA in degrees PF=0.9 PF=0.8 PF= 0.7 PF = 0.6 PF = 0.5 PF = 0.4 PF =0.3 PF =0.2

140 12.46989 8.696547 6.301682 5.554618 5.06033 4.719215 4.483004 4.327014 
141 12.05269 8.426279 6.297205 5.563133 5.082151 4.752483 4.528423 4.375502 
142 11.6493 8.18195 6.298372 5.577922 5.108383 4.790788 4.570947 4.433425 
143 11.26125 7.966668 6.299636 5.594747 5.138354 4.84239 4.624755 4.496315 
144 10.8926 7.785248 6.306023 5.615626 5.172162 4.87239 4.679538 4.559752 
145 10.5455 7.641138 6.314857 5.640486 5.2097 4.92657 4.734768 4.62383 
146 10.22433 7.538292 6.328574 5.668872 5.251782 4.979654 4.805866 4.701332 
147 9.932266 7.481216 6.345251 5.701033 5.297148 5.036 4.873253 4.777811 
148 9.673227 7.473928 6.363778 5.741958 5.346896 5.096524 4.94381 4.854274 
149 9.451017 7.477956 6.389438 5.776237 5.402195 5.161574 5.012927 4.932171 
150 9.269096 7.486892 6.416492 5.818302 5.453068 5.224431 5.088161 5.013114 

 
 
Table 4 shows the variation of % current T.H.D with conduction angle for various power factors 

(PFs) for 3-Φ VSI fed using Dicks-Larminie model of fuel cell. Here the current taken is phase current. 
Table 4 indicates the following: 
1. For PF = 0.9, as the conduction angle various from 1400-1500 the Current T.H.D decreases.  
2. For PF = 0.8, as the conduction angle various from 1400-1500 the Current T.H.D decreases until 1400 and 

then increases.  
3. For PF = 0.7, as the conduction angle various from 1400-1500 the Current T.H.D decreases until 1410 and 

then increases. 
4. For PF = 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, as the conduction angle various from 1400-1500 the Current T.H.D 

increases. 
5. As the Power Factor (PF) decreases the Current T.H.D decreases. 
6. The % Current T.H.D is minimum at 1400 for PF = 0.2. 
7. The % Current T.H.D is maximum at 1400 for PF = 0.9. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 In the present work, performance of inverter while feeding different power factor loads has been 
investigated. Fuel cells are used in the input side as a source while in the output side dynamic load is 
considered. The following conclusions are drawn for Induction motor load i.e. dynamic load. 
1. The Starting current (Ist) remains almost irrespective of various loading conditions. 
2. The % Current T.H.D (IT.H.D) is maximum in case of No load condition. 
3. The maximum Torque (Tmax) remains irrespective of various loading conditions. 
4. The steady state current (Isteady) is dependent on type load. 
5. The slip corresponding to maximum torque is maximum under linearly loaded condition. 
6. The Efficiency corresponding to maximum Torque (ηTmax) is almost constant irrespective of various 

loading conditions. 
7. The operating Efficiency (ηoper) is relatively more for constant Torque load. 
8. ANN gives very fast and accurate results and it can be used for online calculations. 
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